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NUCLEAR TESTS in VAN ALLEN BELT
 

NASA discovered it in 2008:  Giant Breach in Earth's Magnetic Field Discovered
Dec. 16, 2008: NASA's five THEMIS spacecraft have discovered a breach in Earth's magnetic
field ten times larger than anything previously thought to exist. Solar wind can flow in through
the opening to "load up" the magnetosphere for powerful geomagnetic storms. But the breach
itself is not the biggest surprise. Researchers are even more amazed at the strange and
unexpected way it forms, overturning long-held ideas of space physics.

"At first I didn't believe it," says THEMIS project scientist David Sibeck of the Goddard Space
Flight Center. "This finding fundamentally alters our understanding of the solar wind-
magnetosphere interaction."
https://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2008/16dec_giantbreach

and if you recall:
What NASA  discovered  in 2008:  Physicist Susan Joy Rennison in 2011: Nobody wants to
talk abut it:
Mass Coronal Ejections/ Electromagnetism/  the South Atlantic  Anomaly, and how we have
done a lot of damage to the earth  and the affects on humans;:

The South Atlantic Anomaly is a hole where the weakest part of the magnetic field where the
Van Allen radiation belts are very close to earth. This hole is getting bigger and bigger creating
problems with satellites and software errors. Scientists do not want to talk about humans, its
all about technology. So now we are going to talk about humans too. The discussion of "Fire in
the Sky" is that we haven't actually helped ourselves on the planet.   Over 2000 tests were set
off between 1945 and 1996.  Its like blowing holes in the roof...and when it rains it is going to
get wet.  Scientists have a problem, by setting off bombs in the Van Allen Belts. The damage
that was done in the 1960's by the Americans and  Russians, they went crazy, they weren't
happy with the ionosphere, nothing was good enough  for their communications, , they wanted
to destroy the natural system and  create something artificial, even though they do not
understand how the earth works and what all these radiation belts were doing. They literally
set fire to the skies a few times. They did this in secret, without anybodies permission.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8nsNkVBsgg
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and than this:
ORIGINAL RESEARCH ARTICLE: The South Atlantic  Anomaly,
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and
Get educated on how to prepare for a  sunstorm:  Scientist Nick Hodgson explains :
NASA Emergency Impact Warning Solar Storm –
“Forget Asteroids: Solar Storm Could ‘Cause Apocalypse on Earth With Just 12 Hours
Warning  
But what NASA is not telling the general public, is what we should be doing to prepare only
that they tell us to do so. Unlike hurricanes and snowstorms, most have no idea what they
could be doing to prepare for a sunstorm.
Nick Hodgson explains why individuals should study, plan and prepare for such a likely event:
Despite that high profile scientist Nick Hodgson with NASA and the National Academy of
Science had originally warned us about solar storms in 2014-2017 and it’s now 2016, we
ourselves have no way of knowing one way or the other if any catastrophic events will take
place such as solar storms, great earthquakes, super volcanic eruptions, pole shifts, planet
crossers and so forth. There by we do not imply or make any such claims of pending
catastrophic events, rather we simply report on the facts as we find them.
http://investmentwatchblog.com/nasa-emergency-impact-warning-solar-storm-forget-
asteroids-solar-storm-could-cause-apocalypse-on-earth-with-just-12-hours-warning/
 
High profile scientist Nick Hodgson with NASA Nick Hodgson explains  why individuals should
study,  plan and prepare for such a likely event, in order to avoid
great hardship and hunger. Life insurance and protection requires many different approaches
and this is probably one worst case scenario you have not thought of but need to. Whether it's
an atmospheric nuclear  EMP from the Sun or a bomb. It is best to be aware of what can and
will happen one day quite probably in your life time.  

Nasa - Massive Solar Flare CME , EMP will hit the earth.                                                    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmT3pFg8sFg



Solar Storm Awareness- Nick Hodgson
https://www.facebook.com/Solar-Storm-Awareness-631845683614272/

SHOCK ALERT: Hole found in Earth's magnetic field - humanity at risk of cosmic radiation.
A HUGE hole has been detected in the Earth’s magnetic shield, leaving millions of human
beings vulnerable to deadly cosmic radiation, scientists have warned.
EXPRESS.CO.UK
http://www.express.co.uk/news/science/728799/Solar-storm-magnetic-shield-WEAKENING-
radiation


